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ON THE EXTENDED FUNCTOKIALITY OF Tor AND Cotor 
and 
Suppose A, A ’ arc differential algebras and 1’ : A + A’ IS a map of algebras, Then 
WC have the “bar construction” or “classifying coalgebra” B(A) and an induced map 
which IS a map of ma&bras. Not every map of coalgebras B(A) --, &A’), however, 
is induced in this way. It therefore makes ense to detlne a new, extended category, 
whose objects are still differential aigebras, but whose maps A --F ,I’ are exac tly ali 
the maps.of coalgebrasIY(A) --) &A’). Dually, if C, C’ are coalgebras, we can consi- 
der the maps of algebras StC + 526, where s2r denotes the “cobar construction” or 
“Iosp algebra”. 1t was observed by Stashcff and Halperin [ 12) , and by others, that 
these extended categories might be useful in algebraic topology. Roughly speaking, 
the reason is the following: In differential algebra, the condition for a multiplicative 
nlap f, 
or, in terms of the multiplication (p : A B A +A, the condition (1’ QS! m = @j-is 
really too strong. It might be more reasonable to ask that (f 69 n@ and @f’are chain- 
homotopic, but this condition alone turns out to be fairly useless. Demanding instead 
&at there exist a map of coalgebras B(A) -+ &A’) does indeed introduce a homotopy 
* Padally supported by a N.S.F. Grant. 
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between (f 5~ f‘)@ and 011 but also an infinite sequence of ‘higher homotopies”; see 
3.0 below for the exact statement. 
Maps satisfying these conditions occur rather frequently in algebrarti topolog . 
One main reason is the following: In the Eilenberg--2iJber theorem 
(where c&Q denotes the nomalized singular chain complex of a space m, V is a 
map of coalgebras. but fis not. It follows that the usual “cup-product” map 
is WI a map of algebras, I.e., the cup product on cochains is not commuta~vc. It IS 
true. however, that the mapf* lies(or rather, can be extended to ;i tnap) m the ex- 
tended category. Thus these extended categories contain all maps obtsined by usmg 
the Eiienberg-ZiIber theorem and its dual; see 4.0* below. 
Eilenbcrg and Moore have introduced the differential Tor and Cotot functors. 
The func toriaMy in question has been in terms of the classical categories. It is the 
main purpose of the present paper to show that these func:tors will “accept”’ all the 
maps of the extended categories. Two applications of this are indicated tn Section 4. 
A few more remarks may be of mterest: 
The present paper applies to the theov of for or Cotor in a suitable “relatrve” 
theory (cf. 121 ); for this case the tlatncss hypotheses of 2.6.. 3.5, are essential. 
There is also a “hypcrhomc low” type of theory (cf. (4.91). for this theory these 
hypotheses are not needed. To prove this. one must of course use resolutions other 
than the bar or cobar rrsolutir’jn. Hence -. since WI extended category is delined rn 
terms of these fun~tors - one extra step is needed, namely, an investrgatton of how 
o*&er esolutions behave in relation to our extended maps. For the “resolutions” of 
14) this has been carried out in detail. It is possible that, by using general resolu- 
tions. the restriction to simple connectivity that we tind necessary in the case of 
Cotor could be avoided; see 2.F below. 
Finally, a remark on the exposition: Statements denoted ‘y n*. n+ are “dual”. 
and borft are intended even rf only one is written down. Sometimes one of such a 
dual pair requires an extra hypotheses. this WIII always be indlcatcd. 
The authors are mdcbtcd to several helpful convcrsattons with J. 
J.C. &Moore. 
I. Preliminaries 
Stasheff and 
R is a commutative ring with unit, s denotes 3/z, “module” means **Z-graded 
differential module over R”. A map of modules of gradmg k is a sequence 
j’= Qn : Mn -+.v,l+~). in which case we define Dj’by d Q j’+ ( _- 1 )k+lf’o d. The ca- 
tcgory of mps and modules is denoted by M; DM, the category of differential rno- 
dules. 1s the SubCategrq of M containing all maps /‘of grading 0 with Dj’= 0. We 
extend N to M by @f e N), = l.$+q=nJ %I 
by R, =R.R, 
P 8 Nq and regard R as an objet t of M 
= 0 (I,+ O), d(R) = 0. The suspension functor s : M + M is defined 
(&W,, = M,l_ 1 , d(sM) = - d(M). 
With an abuse of notation, the natural isomorphism &f -+ SlcI (of grading 1) will also 
be denoted by s. 
DM+, DM-- are the subcategories for which M,, = 0 if II< 0, rz > 0 respectively. 
A module ,4I will be said to be rortnecfed if N E DM+ or M E DM- and M, * R; it 
will be simp& cwrrmwd if it is connected and M, = M _ 1 = 0. An algebra wiil be 
311 object A of DM with maps q : R + A, 4 : A a A + A satisfying the usual condi- 
tions for unit and associativity ; dually a coa,lgebra is an object of DM with maps 
e . C * R, $ : C + C BP C. Moreover, all our algebras will be supplemnted by a 
map of algebras E ~ 4 + R, and all our coalgebras by 3 map of coalgebras 1;1 : C + R, 
so that w = R in each case. Thus there will be the uugntentatimt ideals IA, JC, de- 
fined by the split exact sequences 
Our algebras and coalgebras will be fitrther restricted by either one or the other 
of (I) or (II) below, which we must precede by 3 definition: if C is a coalgebra, we 
denote by {@I’} the augmentation filtration, name!y 
F&= ker{Cfi C Q . . . QP C+JC .CXI . . . (8; JC) , 
where the tensor products are &fold and $(i) is the iterated diagonal, I#(*) = JI, 
t;bC= 0, F&‘= R. We day that Cis cocomplete if C= Uizo FiC. We shall assume 
either (I) of (II): 
(I) Algebras and coalgebras belong to DM+, coalgebras are connected. 
(II) Algebras and coalgebras belong to DH- , algebras are connected and coalge- 
bras ace cocomplete. 
Notice that, in fact, coalgebras will be cocomplete in either case; cf. 2.0, 2.4+ 
below for the reasons for these restrictions. For much of our work, (1) will have to 
be replaced by the narrower estriction (I’), see 2.2’ below. 
Given an algebra A or malgebra C, we define, as usual, the categories 
of right and left A-modules, and DM of right and left C-comodules. 
The structure morphisms will be denoted by (9 : M’ QP A + M, 3, : E -+ E Q C, etc. 
in DM; the dud det3nition of bf@, N is &s&al. 
The “trsvid map” q(d) r(C) : C --* A will usually be detooted b) I . gil + C’. 
Let E E DM’, 1%’ E ON, and g : E 4 iv. t : G + A maps of M. we Mine 
g II 7 : E + I\i as the composition 
and similarly for operatron on the left. We n0te 
~~u?)=Dgurt(-I)~~uD7, gw J= I. 
Now let E E DMc, &f E _4 DM and f : C -+ A 3 map of M. We define 
6, : E ts M 3 E s M as the composition 
and note the identities 
i-fence, if d, denotes the tensor-product differential of & @ ‘V, and I is of grading 
Ltherr(d, - 6,)t=- Db,+6,6,=6,,, - bg,.whlchisOifDf=rUr. 
We see that if T: C-+ A is a twisting cachain, then d, = da - St : E 
IS a differential; the object of DM thus defined will be denoted by EB, hf. 
An analogous definition applies if M E C’DM, E E DM, . Again we define the 
u3mposition 
which we again denote by 6,. in this case S& = - 6vU+ D6* =6,,, so that in 
this case we define d, = d,+ 6, for the object of DM denoted by EBB, M. 
In the special case E - Cwe note the commutativity of the diagrams 
d, C ~ i{f ___. __- ._. _. .-- - _-----_3 c @ bf 
i 
1L3M 
dC@CeM+C@d, 
so that, ~8th the usual “extended comodule” structure we can regard 
eDM, M qC D@. Dual remarks apply to E QD 7 A, A QP, E. 
In fact, these “twisted different&$ d, are the only ones compatible with the 
extended module and comodule structures of C QO A ; cf. [ 3) . 
hbw $uppse hf E MA, hf’ EA Dhk men it is eastiy verified that (M @ *c) @$ M’ 
and M @, (C a, M’) arc naturalIy isomorphic; we denote this object of Dll\i by 
we easily prove the 
examining the morphism 
oM’ M*+cs,M 
---------+MBC@C eM' 
following lemma and its dual l.L+. 
l.2+.Lemma.M @,C QW=(M e,c) f&C 6qM’). 
1.3. Definition. 1 f A E DA, C E DC as before, a map 6 : A + A or C + c of grading 
-1 willbs,c~leda~e~~~~tianif6~=~6 dpA +A 6p 6)or(6 GS C+C a Sj$=@i 
as the case may be. 
IS 
2. 
If S is a derivation and moreover D6 = 0, i.e. & + Sci = 0, and 66 = 0, then d + 6 
tigain a differential of A or C in DA or DC. 
The classifying coalgebra and loop algebra 
2.0, We shall describe dual functors B : DA + DC, 12 : + DA. Our account will 
be very brief. For aU details, see [ 5, IO]. It will be noticed that the restrictions (I) 
or (II) of Section I were introduced to make sure that these functors do have the 
domains tated. 
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Let A E DA. As a module, &A ) = U, 2 08,(.4 ). where BP(A) = (sfA)(p’ is the p- 
fold tensor product, (slA ) (@I = R. The diagonal $ is given by the commutdtivl tj of 
the diagrams 
where nP denotes the natural projection and = the natur;rl isomorphisnr. 
The differential d : &A) -+ B(A) is d, + 6, where 6 is the un 
[w.r.t. $1 such that the following diagram is commutative: 
From this the (weli-known) explicit formulas follow b> 
6Q+&S =O, ss =O. 
We define r(A ) = r : &A i + A as the comgosrtlon 
-1 
rnduction; one first verlfiss 
md easily verify dr + rJg = 0, 76 = 7 U 7, so that Dt = 7 U r. Also n) = 0, ~7 = 0, 
so that 7 is a twisting cochain. Thus, ifM E DMA, N E A DM, we can define 
In particular, regarding R as an A-module via e(A), and noting that a(A)f = 0, we 
have 
&(M,A.R))=M e,13(A)EDMB~~, 
fi(R,A,X,,=B(A) ciQK+%Rl, 
and 13 gives: 
2.W. Lemma. R((M, A, !O) = B((M, A, R)) QP IPtA) B((R, A, II()). 
Note. B(tM, A, N)) is the two-sided bar construction; for a different account see 
[4,?], where it is denoted bv B(M, A, N). The present notation is chosen for con- 
sistency with some recent w&k of J.C. Moore *here l$(lbf, A, N) denotes a certain 
related triple. 
rcspectivcly. The foilowmg formulas can bc veriricd: 
s2c(E’. C. F’,, = !2((k, C. R)) ez,,c) $t((R. C, Fj) . 
There is ;t twistmg oxham ?(c) : C * 52(C) and morphisms of grading 0, 
l(R: E-* $2((k-, c. R)). &_: F-‘S2((R. C. iF’)), q: E,‘F‘-+ fi!(E, C, F)), which 
satisfy the formulas . 
It is well krlo~n that B((A , A, N)) has a contracting chain homotopy and there- 
fork IS the “as*mbkd compkx” ui a resolution oCN over A, Hence (cf. /2,4) ) 
The dual farmulrr 
is in general false. The reason is that in defining Cotor the (injective) resolution 
must be assembled by the product 11, not by the coproduct II tiat is used in ehe de- 
finition bofh of B and at. These functors are adjoint; and this will be essentia: If 
me were to replace St by the tint: tar assembled by the product. Propositions 2.4+, 
29 (i.e., the duals of 2.4 *. 2.5+ below) would no longer be true; and these proposi- 
tions are essential for us. It is easily verified that product and coproduct in the det‘i- 
nition of Q$‘) are the same if we make the following assumption i stead of Q I ) in 
Section 1: 
(1’) Algebras and coalgebras belong to DM+, codgebras are simply connected and 
algebras are connected. 
In Case (Ii), for toalgebras in DM- , no modrfiiation is needed. From now on. 
we &al! often assume ither (1’) or f II), so that 2.2+ and 2.2* are both true. When- 
ever (I’) is needed, rather than (I), it wit1 be so indicated. 
2.3. We shall need the contracting chain homotopy in a sh@tly modified for 
We define the map u : &(A, A, I?)) --* &4 ) of srading + I by 
with qA = A - q(A ) G(A ) : A -+ IA. The following formulas can then be verified: 
where we identify R g &A ) with B(A) and q denotes the supplementation of &A ). 
We note an impcxtant “universal property” of&A )I 
I Roof (outhne). Civenj”E T(C, A), we define C+(s/A)~~ as t QIP ,,, Q sj$p , 
where $P : C-M a . . . 8 C is the p-fold diagona4. The sum Z,, 2 Q of these maps 
givesf’E DC(C, R(A 1). It is in this proposltion and 2.5t betow that we require the 
cocomplietcness of our coalgebras. Evidently there is a dual: deo we dd need an 
extension of this result. First we have: 
2.5. kfinition. Let f : C -, C’ bc a map of DC, E 
g : E + E’ wil1 be called f+&rreur if 
DM”‘. The rtlsp 
is commutative. 
The dual detlni tion of fllineat is classical. 
There IS an anabgous definition for operations on the left; the critical formula 
thet1 IS 
;rnd there arc two dual propositions. 
Often B((M, A. k”)), S2((E, C. kl) are regarded as filtered objects; namely 
Note that the last filtration is bicomplete only if we make assumption (I’) of this 
section. Filtrations analogous to these are used in (21 to prove the last part of: 
2.611~. hqmsition. fj”f : A -*A’isamapof DAarrdg : M+M’, h : N+N’arejl 
linew, thwc is u rurtural morphism 
Torjg. h) : TorA (M. N) + TorA #(MI, N') . 
3. The categories DASH and DCSH 
DASHtA. A’) = DC(BA. BA’) , DCSH(C. C’) = DA(SK. SX’) . 
1ij.E DA, B{f’jE DASH, and dually. We shall present14 SN that this leads to an 
embedding DA C DASH and DC C DCSH. It wdl be convenient to use the follow- 
ing notations: If A % A’ are algebras. then f i A + A’ will denote a mlry of DA. and 
f‘: A *A’ will denote a map ~,f DASH. Ifj‘E DA, the injection DA C DASH will 
lead to an identification off‘with B(f); we must take care to avoid confusion! 
Using 2.4*, DASHfA. A’) = DCiB.4, BA’) = 7lH.4. A’). by assigning to the map 
/ : A * .4’ the twisting cmhain r(A )f=j: R(d) -+A ! Usually _fis a simpler (be- 
cause less redundant) thing to handle than f: FB(A ‘) + .4 ’ can be expressed in 
terms of componcn ts, 
(3.&O*) fp = fW f (IA )@’ : (IA i(P) + A’ spook. 
with J;, = 0. The identity Oj’= j= U f corresponds to .* sequence of Identities in 
terms of ihe f, ; the first twc are 
(3.0.1*) 
Df, = 0. 
Df2 = -- w; 0 i, ) +.!;m, . 
Note tharfp has gradingp - 1. Thusf, 1s a chain map; we define 
(3.0.2*) j; =r; + 1 : A -+A’ * 
so that Of* = 0;f2 measures the deviation ofji from being “multiplicative”. If 
f E DA,!-= fw andf;, = 0 for p > 1. In any case, we define kl(j*) = H(f,) : H(A) + 
H&4’) and see from the second equation of 3.0. I *: 
3.1 l . Lemma. H{ f 1 is a map of dgdwas. 
We shall have to introduce an appropriate notion ofhumc/tcqv into our various 
categories; in the case of DA this corresponds to the “Ioop homotupy” of 16). 
3.2. Definition. L f’ : A -+ p4 ’ in DA will be called hamofupie, f -_ f ‘, if there is a 
map x : A + A’ of M of grading 1 such that 
(i) Dx=f’-f, 
A dual definition holds in DC. 
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Two mapsf,f’ : A *A‘ of DASH are homotopic if they are homotopic as maps 
&A) +&A’) of DC. We omit the simple proof of the fact that these definitions are 
compatible with the embedding DA C DASH. 
In general, homotopy in DA is not an equivalence r lation; we shall see presently 
that it is one in DASH - this is certainly one of the advantages of this category. 
Dual remarks apply to DC and DCSH. 
Let f, f’ : A *A’ be homotopic with homotopy x : B(d) *B(A’). Then writing 
.i = r(A’)lr + 1 : B(A) + A’, we easily verify that 
(3.2.1*) Dx=~ux-xvjY 
Once again (cf. 2.4+ ) 2.5*) the homotopy x is completely determined by 3 satisfy- 
ing(3.2.1*); the component ofx in (slA)@) is 
f?(A) @)+ &A) @ I.. $b B(A) -5 (sL4) @ . . . @ (d/t) 
where X denotes 
i= 1 
(sX in the i* place). 
We leave it to the reader to make the necessary verifications. The effect of this 
andearlier emarks is to make possible the treatment of maps and homotopies in 
DASH (and DCSH) entirely in terms of the associated “cochains”, which are easier 
to handle. For instance, we now indicate the proof of the fact that homotopy in 
DASH is an equivalence relation. Given X satisfying 3.2. I + and Xv = Q, there is 
,.-I : B(A)*,4 such that 
,UX-’ =,A ux= 1; 
cf. 181 or f 131. We easily verify 
and have therefore proved symmetry; the proof of transitivity is similar. 
The following is now easily proved\: 
3.2.2*. Lemma. If f, f’ : A *A’ are homotupic, then j‘,, I> are chain-homotopic, 
and therefbreH(f) = H(f’). 
Next we generalize to notions ‘f-linear” and “f-colinear”, so as to make sense in 
DASH, DCSH: 
3.3*. Ddiiitian. LetM~DMA,M’EDM,P. andf’: A *A’amap of DASH. A 
map g : B((hf, A, R J) + B((M’, A ‘. R )) of DM whkh is jkolinear will be called an 
fi,SHlirzeas map from hf tc9 hi’. We ustz the notation g : l ==+ M’ . 
f 
Explicitly, the definition demands the commu ta tivi ty of 
J!t 
r]rc@k A, R )) _______ ___ ._.__v- 4 B((hf’: A’, R)) 
i 
5- off i &#!,A, R)) B B&4)---- &uW'.A'.R)) ~Bb4') 
Using 2.5*,g : M - M’ is uniquely determined by the “~ocharn” 
f 
(.x3.1*) i= Xg : B((hf.A,R))-+f' 
satisfying the identity Dg = -- g U f . 
Analogous definitions hold for operations on the left; and dual definitions for 
“f_SHcolinear”. 
Once again, 5 : B((M, A. R)) --Of' can be given in terms of components 
gP . M s (IA )@I + M’ (p > 0). in particular, the component 
13.3.2+) #* =gI, : M-4 
satisfies LNg,) = 0. We define H(g) = H(g,) and find, in complete analogy to 3.1+: 
3.3.3+. Lemma. H(g) : H(M) -+ HIM') is H( f Hinear. 
Also, we need appropriate notions of homotopy. 
3.45 Minition. Let f : C --I’ C’ be a map of DC and 
They are the evident ones: 
let g, g’ : E + E’ be jkolinear, 
where k’ E DMC, E’ E DMC’. We say that g, g’ are homofq~ic if there is a map 
x : E + li-’ such th’rt 
(i) Dx =g .- g’; 
(ii) The following diagram is commutative: 
x 
E---------E’ 
I 
EL x @f I ------+E's C' 
Iff : A * A’ is a map of DASH, then fiSHlinear mapsg, g’ : M 7 M' are home- 
topic if they are homotopic as f-eolinear maps 
g,g’ : s((iw,A,R))-,B((M’,A’,R)). 
If the homotopy is .x and we write 2 = Xx : R(fM, A, R)) -+/I#, then we get 
as the expression for homotopy expressed in terms of cochains. The analogous for- 
mula for operation on the left is 
Once again, we easily verify that & and $a are chain-homotopic, so: 
3.42,. Lemma. IJg, g’ : M -M’ arc homotopic, the11 H(g) = H(g’). 
f 
Also. as with the hom:jtopies of DASH, the homotopy x between JSHlinear 
maps is completely de tcrmined by the cochain X. 
We can now state the main theorem of this paper: It asserts that 2.6+ (and its 
dual!) remains true in the extended category: 
3.5+. Theomm. Let J‘ : d *A’ be a map of DASH, artJ let g : M 7 MI, 11 : Iv TM 
be rwht arrd ieft f_SHlinear espectively. Then there is ~0 irlduced ncrtural morphism 
which reduces to that uf 2.& irr the classical case. 
If all the urlderl_virtg modules are &?&at and H(f), H(g), H(h ) me isomorphisms. 
then so is TorlCg, h ). 
3.V. Note that for the dust proposition we need the functor In in defining Cotor 
and therefore need to impose condition (I’) of Set tion 2, i.e., the simple connecti- 
vity of positively graded coalgebras. 
Roof. We take TorA (M, N) = NB((M, A, N)) and observe by 2.1 a that 
B((M, AJO) = B((M A, R)) aBti)B((RA,N)). 
Thus, since 
f: B(A)+B(A’), 
1~ : B((M, A, R)) --+ B((Mt A ‘, R)) , 
h : B((R,A,N))-+B((R,A’,N’)), 
the map of the theorem is induced by the cotensor product g 8 f h. 
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Now using the filtration introduced at the end of Section 2, it is clear that all 
our maps are filtration preserving and hence we get an induced map of the spectral 
sequences. If we express g, fl h in terms of 9, E I;, as in the proofs of 2.4*, 2.5+, 
then it is easily seen that aif the components other than go,I;, h, decrease filtra- 
tion. Hence, at ieve! EO and restricted toM QP [s&4)@) B N our map is induced by 
Also, the differential d, is induced by dgi . Hence under the stated flatness condi- 
tions we get an isomorphism at level E, if kf(jQ. H(f,), H(h,) are isomorphisms. 
by applying the “spectral” Kiinneth theorem. 
3.5.1*. Addenda. (i)Gir,enf, ifg-g’, h - h’(in the senseof 3.43, then 
Torfi, h) = To+& h') . 
Torfl, h) = Torflg’, h’) . 
proof. (i) Suppose Dx = g’ -_- g, Dy = h’ -- h as in 3.3. Then 
which paSSc> tothe cotensor product since all the maps have appropriate comodule 
structure. 
(ii j Suppose Dx = f’ - f with $x = (.f a x + x Q f’)Q. Using cochains, we define 
+guX,~‘+-! U fi. We easily verify og’ = - ;p’ U 7, LIZ = 7 U R’, so that the 
corresponding maps g’, h’ are f’-SHlinex Using the cochains we now construct 
such that 
DG=g’-g. \r/c=w of+gsx)$, 
DH=h’-h, 3/H=(f dp H+x eh#)$. 
Then 
wC@ h’+g opm=g’ss k’--ga h, 
and WC can verify that G x Ii’ + g x H paws to the I_ otcnsor product. We omit 
these verifications. but 111erely remark thar G. for insldnt’c’. is the assembly of the 
IlMpS 
C(jj Q: sf t3 .,. sp a sx Q sJ3 cl4 . . . @ sJq$” 
using the notation of the proof of 2.5*. 
3.6*. A map f’ : A I+ A’ of DA is itseIff:iinear: this cannot be meaningfully asserted 
of a map j‘ : A *A’ of DASH; but WC can definefA : A=7 A’, J: A 7 A’ which 
arc right and left SIMinear, respectively. The calculations are mildly easier if we 
deal in terms of the “co~hains”: We define& - 1 as the composition 
&tit. A./?)? -% B(A) -jL A’ , 
where 1 stands for q(A’) o E(A) G @(A)) and we use the notation of 2.3. Now 
and hence J!I&_ = -- [A U fas required. A n al 
such that DAf =i u Af. 
ogously , we define A f : B((R, A, A)) +A’ 
Also we note (cf. (3.0.24, (33.2.)) that 
(3.6.1+) (fAJr =(Af)q =f++ : A +A’. 
It will be convenient o generalize the notation: Let a : B +A be a map of DA; 
using a we can regard A as A, E DM, or .A (3 ,DM. We define j;I : A, F A’, 
$: J ==B A’ as the compositions 
fa 
3.f+. We shall apply this construction to the following situation: 
In the shown diagram. let A, B. A’. B’ E DA? a, a’ maps of DA and g, f maps of 
DASH; and let the diagram be homotopy commutative in DASH; hence there is 3 
hormtq3y X . l?(B)-4 sthzh that 
(cf. (3.2.1& Note that in the above fomtula, a, Q’ really stand for B(a), &a’) be- 
cause we are calculating in DASH. From g and a we deriveg, : A, 2 -4’. 1.~’ , the 
“cochain” & : B&4,, B, R) -+ .4’ satisfying L& = -- gcr U (gX,. 
Now define & : B(CA,.R. R))-+A’by 
because g% = j&x If we now reimeg.wf & as a map into Ai* , this formula becomes 
Thus the homotupy commutative diagram with which we started can be replaced 
by a ri&t JSfilinear map gx : A, 7 A:#. The construe tmn is func torial provided 
it I!# kept in mind that the actual t,omotopy x must be known, not merely the fact 
tlbat here iS one. 
Analogously. we can define a left f?Minear map xg : ,.4 -?_c *VA, and we note 
the formulas 
(3.X),) (xg)tt=CR,)tt=g$:A*A’. 
We apply this construction to ThGorem 3.L and obtain: 
3.7.2+. Theorem. Irt the diagram 
3.7.P. For the dual theorem, which deals with a diagram 
in DCSH, we must assume that the coalgebras C, C’ are simply connected. 
4. Applications 
4.05 In analogy ta the Eilenberg-Ziiber theorem, the data 
V 
c=G T, h:C+C 
f 
will be called “E-2 data” if C, Tare coaigebras, V is a rr,lp of DC’,fa map of DM 
suchthat fV=T,Of=C’+Dh,w~t,ere~:C-~C,andhV=O,fh=O,hh=O. 
if X, Y are topological spaces, these data ex.ist if C = CttX X Y) (Cartesian prr;d- 
uct), T = C*(x) QD C+(Y) (tensor product), where Cs denotes the normalized sin- 
gular chain complex; all this is classical, except he fact that V is a map of , which 
is proved in 12). Unfortunately, f is not a map of DC; it can, however, be “extended 
to” or “regarded as” a map of DCSH; and that is tale principal reason why this cate- 
gory is useful in algebraic topology: 
Note. Since F is in DC. we rcgaId it aku a map of DCSH, identifying it with Q(V t. 
Proof. We shall construct he twisting co&tin F : C--t W: the component hat 
maps into (3 -lIT)@). where IT, we rcc;lil, is the augmentation ideal, ~11 be derubted . . _ 
by Fp. We define FO = 0 and F -T-t as tile composition 
I s- 1 C -.----+ T+(IT) --- (s-.'lT) . 
Writing the differential of QT as d, + 6 as in 2.0. we easily see that 
I.. _._ 
OF, =SF, =(fG,)F, . 
where GT : T --* T s T is the diagonal of 1”. We IWW define, inductively, 
Jt is not hard to verify that on an element of grading n, Fp = 0 when p > n; it is in 
this verifkation that the simple connectivity of C E DM+ is needed; and WC thus 
get a map inta U, 2 O (_s-- IIT) and not wx!v ints IQ, 2 O (rlIT). The function 
F : C’ 3 S2T thus defmed clearly srttisfies the identity 
because V is a map of coalgebras. Since h 0 = 0, we easily see that FpV = 0 for 
p > I and 
because j’V= T. Hence we get 
1 fxp is the componcn t 0f x in (s - W)p ~ we get 
and since x 1 = 0 is easily verified, x = 0 follows; thus DP = 8% 6: .__ 
The remaining statements obou t F follow easiJy . H is determined by a similar 
inductive process, using the formulas _- 
I&-- I, 
We cxnit the details. 
4.1+. The dual theorem -_ which is used, for + b..cqAe, for the cochains of a tupelo- 
gcal space -- is true, and requires w assuq+. ,!i of simple connectivity in either 
Case. 
The main appiication is to the complex of norm&ted cochains Cc(X) of a topo- 
logical space with coefficients in a commutative ring. This becomes acoalgebra 
with the “diagonal” 
‘Thus dualizing and using 4. I $, we obtain: 
of DASH such that ## (cf: (3.02,)) is the alp product; @ is nutural in the twih t seme. 
This proposition, of course, subsumes the usual statement that the cup product 
is cummu tative up to a chain homotapy ; indeed, it contains the existence of U i 
but it does not seem to be related to Ui for i > 1. 
* Suppose we are in the situation M +--- f3 --& N, where M, B, A? are objects of 
DA which have multiplications like that of 4.2, and suppose the diagram 
28 EXAM. G~rgetdwim, H.J. Munkholm, Extended finctoriality of Tar and Cotor 
is commutative; this will be the case in topological applications to the theory of in- 
duced fibre spaces because of the naturality oft;‘ in 4. I a. Using 3.7.2+ we obtain a 
natural map 
which, composed with the classical map 
(which has nothing to do with the present heory), gives us the multiplicative strut- 
ture of Tor&V, N_). 
A second application concerns theorems about the “collapse of the Eilenberg- 
Moore spectral sequence”. 
Suppose in the same situation that there are maps HM *M, HB * B, HN m N of 
DASH which induce homology isomorphisms. As was pointed out in [ 121, this will 
happen, due to 4.1$, for a topological space X if H*(x) is a polynomial algebra. In 
that case we apply 3X+ to the diagram 
and innmediately obtain the “collapse theorem” 
provided ( J) and (2) above are homotopy commutative in DASH. For an application 
of this method see [ 111: The difficulty is that, for HM a polynomial algebra, the 
map HA4 =Wkf is not natural but depends on the choice of polynomial generators 
and repreeczntatrves; h nce we cannot automatically expect homotopy commutati- 
vity in GUI diagram. The diagram wi!./ be homotopy commutative 
(i) if R is a field, HM, HN, HB are the cohomology algebras of simply-connected 
:;paces and are polynomial algebras with finitely many generators ineach dimension; 
(ii) if char R = 2 (no such hypothesis is needed otherwise), Sqn-l IH” (i.e., the 
Steenrod operation induced by Ut ) is zero in HM, HIV. 

